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Discover the Proven Blueprint for Creating Stories That Sell!Internationally published author
K.M. Weiland’s previous book, the award-winning Structuring Your Novel, showed writers how to
create stories with strong and compelling plot structure.Now it’s time to put those lessons to use!
Building upon the principles you’ve already learned, the Structuring Your Novel Workbook
presents a guided approach to writing solid first drafts, identifying and fixing plot problems, and
writing consistently good stories.Containing hundreds of incisive questions and imagination-
revving exercises, this valuable resource will show you how to:Implement a strong three-act
structureTime your acts and your plot pointsUnleash your unique and personal vision for your
storyIdentify common structural weaknesses and flip them around into stunning
strengthsEliminate saggy middles by discovering your story’s “centerpiece”And so much more!
This accessible and streamlined workbook will empower you to create a powerful structure—
and an outstanding novel. Start writing your best book today!

Ebook Library Reviewers Praise the Alastair Stone Chronicles Series: "In many respects I would
put it in the same category[as] writers likeJim Butcher, Steve McHugh, Benedict Jacka, and
Kevin Hearne." "Alastair Stone is like Harry Potter meets Harry Dresden with a bit of Indiana
Jones!" "...absolutely enchanting! Reminiscent of the Dresden books but far from a copy or rip-
off." "It's Indiana Jones meets Supernatural!" "If you liked the Dresden Files, this is for you!"
"Came highly recommended to Jim Butcher fans awaiting another Dresden Files novel...am not
disappointed!" "R. L. King's Alastair Stone is a character you will love. A magical read." "The
characters are original and multidimensional while the plots are wonderfully written." "I quickly
finished the first four and have purchased the next four--I'm sure that basically speaks for itself."
"I put this up there with Dresden, Iron Druid, and the like." "I am a Dresden fan but have to say
Alastair has totally won me over...From the AuthorDon't miss the rest of the Alastair Stone
Chronicles series!Stone and a Hard PlaceThe ForgottenThe ThresholdThe SourceCore of
StoneBlood and StoneHeart of StoneFlesh and StoneThe Infernal HeartThe Other SidePath of
StoneNecessary SacrificesGame of StoneSteel and StoneStone and ClawThe Seventh
StoneGathering StormHouse of StoneCircle of StoneThe Madness BelowBoys' Night (Way) Out
(novella)An Unexpected Truth (novella)Death's DoorBlood Brothers and four standalone
tales:Turn to StoneShadows and StoneDevil's BargainStone for the HolidaysIf you like Stone,
check out the Happenstance and Bron series, set in the Alastair Stone Chronicles universe!The
Soul EngineChariots of WrathBy Demons Driven
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author K.M. Weiland’s guide to advanced story structure techniques.Click here to get
started:Discover the Proven Blueprint for Creating Stories That Sell!Internationally published
author K.M. Weiland’s previous book, the award-winning , showed writers how to create stories
with strong and compelling plot structure.Now it’s time to put those lessons to use! Building upon
the principles you’ve already learned, the Structuring Your Novel Workbook presents a guided
approach to writing solid first drafts, identifying and fixing plot problems, and writing consistently
good stories.Containing hundreds of incisive questions and imagination-revving exercises, this
valuable resource will show you how to:Implement a strong three-act structureTime your acts
and your plot pointsUnleash your unique and personal vision for your storyIdentify common
structural weaknesses and flip them into stunning strengthsEliminate saggy middles by
discovering your story’s “centerpiece”And so much more!This accessible and streamlined
workbook will empower you to create a powerful structure—and an outstanding novel. Start
writing your best book today!INTRODUCTIONONE THING I always stress to writers is the
importance of writing subjects you’re passionate about. Most of the time, this advice is aimed at
novelists, but it applies equally when I’m writing non-fiction how-to books like on which this



workbook is based. In fact, when it comes to structure, “passionate” may be too small a word to
describe my feelings.The concept of story structure has led me to some of the greatest
discoveries and epiphanies in my journey as a writer. Even today, I can’t begin to describe how
excited I continue to be by the whole idea.Once you understand the common elements in all
good stories, a veil lifts from your eyes. You’ve always seen the stories; you’ve even understood
them to some extent. But suddenly you’re viewing story from a whole new dimension. It’s like an
X-ray machine. Where once you only saw the surface skin and hair, now you get to see the story
skeleton.Like most authors, I’ve done my share of battling with recalcitrant first drafts. Even with
a solid outline, some stories just didn’t want to cooperate, and I would spill my quart of blood and
pound of flesh, working my heart out to make them better. Many of us think that’s the only
way.But it doesn’t have to be.Why Structure Will Make Your Writing Better and EasierToo often,
writers get hung up on the idea that writing is supposed to be this airy-fairy, instinctive feeling
that flows out of us. We mess with that, and, pfft, forget artistic genius. Like so many writers, I
spent my early years in the craft struggling along, pounding out my brains against my keyboard,
writing stories that almost worked, but that just weren’t quite there.Back then, I liked to compare
writing to digging myself out of a hole. I didn’t know what was in the hole. I didn’t even know what
the next shovelful was supposed to look like. I just kept digging, trusting I would eventually reach
the bottom, where it would all make sense.This is how many of us write. We know there’s a
checklist of “story must-haves” necessary to make the story work. As long as we’ve incorporated
a strong hook in the beginning, characters with pronounced arcs, and rising suspense, then
we’re supposed to be able to reach the end of the story (the bottom of the hole) where
everything will suddenly fall into place.But you’ve probably written at least one story that didn’t
work out quite that way. You did everything right (as far as you knew), and yet the story still
bombed. And you had no idea why. Talk about frustrating. You checked all the “must-have”
elements off your list just like you were supposed to. But something went wrong. Those elements
just didn’t hang together the way they were supposed to.That is where structure comes into
play.The first time I heard structure explained to me, point by point, a light bulb practically
exploded in my head. I was ready to get up and jump on the bed and turn somersaults and kiss
the cat. It, quite literally, changed my life.In my book Structuring Your Novel, I have broken the
basic principles of the three-act structure into a fundamentally simple approach. Piece by piece,
the book examines each important element in your story: the Hook, the First Act, the First Plot
Point, the First Half of the Second Act, the Midpoint, the Second Half of the Second Act, the
Third Plot Point, the Third Act, the Climax, and the Resolution. More than that, it also discusses
the smaller building blocks of the story—particularly the intricacies of scene structure.How to
Use This WorkbookIn this workbook, you will discover all of these principles, via step-by-step
guides for crafting each important structural element and specific questions for narrowing your
focus. If you’re an outliner, you can use this workbook to help you plan a structurally sound story
before you ever begin your first draft (the methods discussed here work hand in hand with those
I teach in and the ). You can also use this workbook to analyze an already completed



manuscript, confirm its structural strengths, and identify its weaknesses.Each chapter offers an
introduction to the concepts discussed in the exercises, as well as examples from popular books
and movies. I have also included a page-number guide to help you locate the associated
chapters in Structuring Your Novel. I recommend you start by reading that book—just as you
would a textbook—before embarking on the workbook. You will understand the principles and
their applicability better in context.Each chapter of the workbook builds upon the next, in a series
of steps that will help you move from your story’s big picture to the smaller details and back
again. The more thorough you are in responding to each question and filling in each blank, the
more prepared you will be to write or revise your novel. But don’t hesitate to skip around. Some
of the sections (such as those on foreshadowing) can’t be completed until you’ve finished all the
other steps.I was determined to offer the workbook as an e-book as well as a paperback, since I
knew it would end up being a much more cost-efficient option than the hard copy. However, it is
a bit of a different take on a workbook, since you won’t be able to write in your answers as you
would otherwise. You’ll need to grab a notebook and write your answers to the questions and
exercises there (which makes the workbook totally reusable!).Throughout the book, you’ll find
graphics illustrating various points. To view the images outside of the constraints of your e-
reader, visit my site. You can find all the graphics in this book (and more!) .The beauty of story
structure is that it’s ridiculously simple. Once you visualize your story as made up of these
precise building blocks, you will suddenly be able to understand what makes stories work. You
won’t feel blind anymore. You will be able to approach your story from a place of knowledge and
empowerment.From now on, you get to be the master of your story, instead of its slave.PART
1STRUCTURING YOUR STORYCHAPTER 1THE HOOKWhere Does It Belong?1% of the way
into your story.OUR DISCUSSION OF story structure very naturally begins at the beginning—
and every good story begins with a hook. If you fail to hook readers into your story from the very
first chapter, they won’t swim in deep enough to experience the rest of your rousing adventure,
no matter how amazing it is.The hook comes in many forms, but stripped to the lowest common
denominator, it’s nothing more or less than a question. If you can pique your readers’ curiosity,
you’ve got ’em. Simple as that.The beginning of every story should present character, setting,
and conflict. But, in themselves, none of these represents a hook. You’ve created a hook only
when you’ve convinced readers to ask the general question, “What’s going to happen?” because
you’ve first convinced them to ask a very specific question.The Hook QuestionYOUR OPENING
QUESTION might be explicit: perhaps the protagonist is wondering something, which will, in
turn, make readers wonder the same thing. But more often, the question will be implicit.The
important thing to remember about presenting this opening question is that it cannot be vague.
Readers have to understand enough about the situation to mentally form a specific question.
What the heck is going on here? does not qualify as a good opening question.It’s not necessary
for the question to remain unanswered all the way to the end of the story. It’s perfectly all right to
answer the question in the very next paragraph, as long as you introduce another question, and
another and another, to give readers a reason to keep turning those pages in search of



answers.Exercise: Respond to the following questions to help you identify and refine your story’s
hook.Question #1: What specific question will hook readers in your beginning?Examples:What
scary reptilian monster killed the worker? (Jurassic Park by Michael Crichton)How does a city
hunt? (Mortal Engines by Philip Reeve)Who is the one child who will never grow up? (Peter Pan
by J.M. Barrie)Question #2: How might you write this question explicitly?Examples:“Where now?
Who now? When now?” (The Unnamable by Samuel Beckett)“Now that I’ve found the way to fly,
which direction should I go into the night?” (Matched by Ally Condie)“This is really
Earth?” (Angels at the Table by Debbie Macomber)Question #3: How might you write this
question implicitly?Examples:“I am an invisible man.” Implicit Question: How is that possible—
and why? (Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison)“Through the fence, between the curling flower
spaces, I could see them hitting.” Implicit Question: Who is hitting what—and why? (The Sound
and the Fury by William Faulkner)“There was a boy called Eustace Clarence Scrubb, and he
almost deserved it.” Implicit Question: How could anyone possibly deserve that name? (The
Voyage of the Dawn Treader by C.S. Lewis)Reference: , chapter 1, pages 9-10.Hook
ChecklistBEGINNINGS ARE THE sales pitch for your entire story. Doesn’t matter how slam-
bang your finish is, doesn’t matter how fresh your dialogue is, doesn’t matter if your characters
are so real they tap dance their way off the pages. If your beginning doesn’t fulfill all its
requirements, readers won’t get far enough to discover your story’s hidden merits.Exercise:
Although no surefire pattern exists for the perfect opening, most good beginnings share
common traits. Answer the following questions to help you check off the necessary components
in your hook.
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ItChanges, “Invaluable Resource. I Don't Write Without Using These Books.. I've taught
scriptwriting all of my adult life and, although the basic line of action is the same in all writing,
when I tried to turn one of my scripts into a novel, I honestly got stuck. How do you explain on
paper what you can show on stage or screen?I found the book on outlining first, and that helped
immensely. Then I discovered the book on structuring. More great help. When the workbooks
came out, I got both on Kindle, and then in softcover. There's something organic and pleasing
about using the softcover books. And following the exercises.My novel writing has gotten much
stronger and I will never try to write a short story or novel without following the exercises in these
books. I don't think I'd know what to do without them. You just cannot go wrong with the author's
advice, and I have really read just about everything on novel writing. Honestly. Five hundred
Kindle books and shelves upon shelves of paperback and hardcover books.These are simply
the best.”

SlyBoots, “Saved My WIP!. I’ve been writing for years and, although I’ve read all of Weiland’s
writing books, I’ve never tried one of her workbooks. (The word “workbook” reminds me of
elementary school. Yuk!) This particular MS took several wrong turns and became a
complicated mess, so I decided to try this workbook. Wow! It really helped!I started from the
beginning and worked my through the sticky bits. The weak parts showed up as if they’d been
highlighted. I bought the kindle version and recommend it, because it’s so easy to reuse. I’ve
been writing for about thirty years and publishing for seven, but I’m going to add completing this
workbook to my story planning routine.Whether you’re a novice or a professional, you can never
have enough good tools. This is definitely a game changer.”

BJNick, “A truly valuable, fun, and writer-friendly guide to story structure. Just a few brief points,
since so many others have already discussed the countless wonderful aspects of this workbook.
First of all, you will never find a more writer-friendly book. I'm a linear-type person who likes to
follow a "plan." For me, this workbook (plus the book) is ideal. You progress through the
workbook, it's satisfying and productive (and exciting.) The greatest thing about it is that it
FORCES you to think deeply about every aspect of your story. Katie will not allow you to just give
flippant responses; you have to really, really think; to dig deep, and truly understand and justify
every detail of your story, and how it all ties in with your characters' motivations. She does this
by asking loads of follow-up questions, that hit the same points from slightly different angles. She
will not let you off the hook! You MUST think about, plan, and justify everything about your plot.
By going through this process, you will find your story becoming richer, more cohesive, more
compelling. I leave every session w/the workbook feeling jazzed about my progress w/the
story.As others advise, I would also buy the book. What I did is read a section of the book at a
time, then complete the matching workbook section. Keeps you totally focused on the plot point



you're working on at the time.I cannot imagine ever writing a novel again without going through
this process. Thank you Katie Weiland!”

Dr.C.J.Singh.Wallia, “Excellent Book: K. M. Weiland's 5 Secrets of Story Structure. 5 Secrets of
Story Structure: How to Write a Novel That Stands Out(Helping Writers Become Authors Book
6) Kindle Editionby K. M. Weiland.Reviewed by C J Singh (Berkeley, California).In the opening
chapter, Weiland presents a 5-minute summary of her book “Structuring Your Novel” and the
companion “Workbook.” A thoughtful refresher on the Inciting Incident, the three plot points and
the two pinch points, cited from Syd Fields' pioneering Screenplay book.The second chapter
begins with the author's candid acknowledgement that this supplement clarifies the crucial
concept of the Inciting Incident, which she now recognizes was explained rather vaguely: “What
is important isn’t so much nailing down your Inciting Event to a specific place in the story, as it is
presenting the Inciting Event at the optimal moment. Sometimes that means throwing the Inciting
Event at readers right away, and sometimes that means holding off a bit.” Yes, that was vague.
And the clarification in this supplement: “The most important thing that you can take away form
this chapter is this: There isn’t just one moment that can be called ‘the inciting event.’ There are
three.” Weiland suggests that Inciting Events comprise the Hook -- "the opening scene, possibly
even the first line"; the Turning Point --12% mark of the book – "the match is officially lit and held
over the tinder of the conflict”; and the First Plot Point -- 25% mark. However, Weiland then
chooses to discard the term the Turning Point and calls it the Inciting Event, presumably
because all of the points—the plot as well as pinch points are also turning points.The third
chapter explains the Key Event and the First Plot Point as not the same but as “two distinct and
important sides of the same coin.” She examples this by apt citations from Charles Dickens’s “A
Christmas Carol” and other stories.The fourth chapter explains the two Pinch Points: “To use
your Pinch Points to their maximum potential, you need to make certain that they create distinct
moments that influence every scene leading up to their subsequent Plot Points.” Weiland
examples them by citations from Henry James’s classic novella “The Turn of the Screw” and
other stories.The fifth chapter explains the Midpoint: “After the reactive period in the First Half of
the Second Act, the Midpoint happens and along with it the Moment of Truth. This is where
everything changes for the protagonist… provides him with a new understanding of the
conflict… suddenly he gets it.” Reactive no more, he starts acting.The sixth chapter explains
building up from the Third Plot Point (‘the darkest moment for your character’) to the Climactic
Moment and Resolution. Weiland examples this by citing from Victor Hugo’s classic, “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame,” Frank Capra’s classic “It’s a Wonderful Life” and other stories.This
60-page e-book will definitely help me in drafting my work-in-progress.Five shining
stars.--------------------------STRUCTURING YOUR NOVELBy K. M. WeilandReviewed by C J
SinghSTRUCTURING YOUR NOVEL hooked me from the beginning: On page 2, K. M. Weiland
writes, “Some experts’ approach to structure is mesmerizingly complex. John Truby’s must-read
‘The Anatomy of Story” presents twenty-two elements of story structure. Syd Field’s canonical



‘Screenplay’ (which is just as valuable for novelists as for screenwriters) breaks story down to
the simpler three-act structure....The macro level of story structure I’ll be presenting in the
following pages is a happy medium of the two.”John Truby’s THE ANATOMY OF STORY is
indeed a “must-read book.” (I posted my detailed review on amazon in 2007 and rank it as a
contemporary classic.) Equally impressive is Syd Field’s “SCREENPLAY: The Foundations of
Screenwriting” the pioneering book on the subject. (I posted my review on amazon, also, in
2007.) Recently, I have taught workshops using both books as texts. Truby's emphasis on
creating characters with weaknesses, both psychological and moral, makes his book innovative
and sophisticated. Completing the exercises in SRUCTURING YOUR NOVEL WORKBOOK for
my short stories. Particularly useful are the exercises on Structuring Scenes and Sequels. I am
happy to say Weiland fully delivered the promise. Currently, I am using the WORKBOOK for
structuring a 60,000- word Novel/Screenplay "Five Rivers."A five-star book.”

Megan, “Follow along with the book rather than using this after the book. I got this as an ebook
along with the companion book. I think the two could safely be integrated for a better book. The
exercises in here are good and the examples given expand on the original content but a lot is
redundant. I wouldn't want to flip between the two while reading them on my kindle. I read the
book in its entirety and then moved on to the workbook but there was so much taken from the
book that I ended up skipping a lot of the explanations in this.”

The Oracle, “Fantastic book if you want to write.. I never realised that writing novels could be
structured. I have always thought its just instinctive. But after reading this book I now understand
that some writers are natural authors, but most need to follow a structure. I am so glad I have
read this book. This is the type of book that you keep with you as a reference (If you write). I
really like how Weiland uses examples of popular books and movies to demonstrate the
message, very clever. I have written Non-fiction, and now looking to write my first fiction book,
and in Weiland have finally found someone I can work with.”

E L Hewitt, “Interesting and helpful book.. Structuring your novel is an extremely interesting and
informative book which give you plenty of room to plot the novel within the book so it is good for
aspiring and established authors. I would recommend this book to anyone wishing to write a
story of any kind whether it is for a blog or publication.”

Shay57, “Great asset.. This is great for the price. She has a wealth of additional articles to
backup the work. There are also several other books in the series.”

Sacha Black, “Highly recommend for writers. Cracking workbook for new and seasoned writers.
I've written a ton of notes, pulled out all the questions I think I'll need to keep asking myself as I
draft my own manuscripts. What more can I say? I learnt several things, and know I will refer
back to it.Would recommend for any writer.”
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